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ABSTRACT
Since words can play different syntactic roles in different contexts, it is not trivial to assign the appropriate
morphosyntactic category to each word according to the context. Part of Speech (PoS) tagging is the task
which manage this issue. Several probabilistic methods have been adapted for PoS tagging such as Hidden
Markov Models, Support Vector Machines, and Decision Tree. Based on these methods, language
independent PoS taggers have been developed such as TnT, SVMTool, and Treetagger. The main purpose
of this work is to combine automatically the output of these standard PoS taggers and investigate several
options for how to do this combination. The experiments are applied to one of the morphologically
complex languages, Arabic. In this paper, we highlight the use of these taggers via various experiments.
In fact, the evaluations involve several tests on both Classical and Modern Standard Arabic,
trained/untrained and tagged/untagged data. Finally, a deeper investigation of Arabic PoS tagging
through these languageindependent taggers combination is performed.
Keywords: Part of speech, Tagging, Treetagger, SVMTool, TnT, Arabic.

1

Introduction

The Part of Speech tagging is the basis of wellknown natural language processing (NLP) fields. It is a
preliminary task that reflects directly the performance of any other subsequent text processing [1].
Further, pos tagging is a key input feature for other NLP tasks. For example, it is very useful for spell
checking and correcting, named entity recognition, information retrieval, building dictionaries, phrase
chunking, and texttospeech synthesis systems [2].
Due to these convincing reasons, several methods have been proposed for automatic pos tagging. The
most known are stochastic methods that used Hidden Markov Models (HMM), Support Vector Machines
(svms), and Decision Tree (DT). Based on these methods, languageindependent pos taggers have been
developed. The finest freely available taggers with a considerable accuracy are tnt [3], svmtool [4], and
Treetagger [5]. These taggers are datadriven which mean they learn from preannotated corpora and
lexicon.
Arabic is a resourcepoor language when it comes to finding freely available lexical resources and pre
tagged training corpora and so on. De facto, not a single tagged modern standard Arabic corpus was a
freely or publicly available until the fall of 2011 [6]. Further, only a few works suggested a tagset for a
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standard use such as [7], [8], and [9]. Thus, to evaluate different approaches and tools on a common
ground becomes hard to realize.
Basically, the standard taggers are adaptable to any language if a lexicon and a tagged training data are
available. Fortunately, a recent adaptation of Treetagger for Arabic [10] is available for public . The
adaptation used a universal common tagset that covers 22 different languages including Arabic [11]. In
this regard, we adopt the same language model used for the Treetagger to adapt the other two taggers
(TnT and SVMTool).
To construct a combination system, two or more individual taggers should be involved. Usually, a
combination of taggers obtains a higher accuracy than the application of just a single tagger [12]. The
reason is that different taggers eventually produce different errors and these differences can be exploited
to yield better results. Thus, when building combined taggers it is important to use taggers based on
different methods [13].
The aim of the present paper is to shed light on the performance of three selected taggers via various
experiments. Further, an evaluation of these taggers and their combinations is performed by measuring
the accuracy rate at the word level. The corpora used for the experiments are; those which the taggers
trained on, AlMus’haf [14] and NEMLAR [15]. AlMus’haf corpus covers the Quranic text where all the
words are annotated using a semiautomatic method by applying “AlKhalil Morpho Sys” [16] and hand
corrected by linguistics afterwards. NEMLAR is an Arabic written corpus produced and tagged by RDI,
Egypt for the Nemlar Consortium. The third data is untagged and extracted from the Arabic part of a
multilingual corpus [17]. Therefore, the tagging results were validated manually and compared to their
combination.
Finally, all possible options for how to do these dual combinations are performed and their results is
discussed according to their individual performance. The obtained results prove that some of these
combinations could have a negative effect on the system performance, but others yield a better result.
However, the best accuracy is achieved by extending the dual combination to a trilogy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in the second section, background information is given
about Arabic PoS tagging, mentioning several relevant works. We briefly describe the three standard
taggers and the universal tagset implemented in the third section. In the fourth section, various
experiments are presented and we discuss the obtained results. Finally, we conclude this paper in section
five.

2 Arabic PoS tagging
The PoS tagging is selecting which is necessary to resolve ambiguity during text processing to estimate the
exact morphosyntactic tags to fit the actual input context.
In order to begin with PoS tagging, There are certain requirements [18]:
To select the approaches that will be used for the automatic tagging process;
To prepare the linguistic resources required for training the tagger, and optional lexicon containing all
possible tags for a particular word form;
To define the tagset, i.e., basic morphosyntactic tags attached to each word.
Different methods are designed for PoS tagging:
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Statistical methods: they derive the probabilities from a large pretagged training data. The majority of
these methods are based on HMM. For example, Banko and Moore [19] presented an HMM tagger that
exploits context on both sides of a word to be tagged. It has been evaluated in both the unsupervised and
supervised cases. It achieves an accuracy of about 96%. Another tagger has been proposed, tested, and it
achieves a performance of 97% [20]. The last examples is a recent published study by [21]. Other statistical
taggers are based on SVM such as [22] and Yamcha [23] that achieves 97.6% accuracy. Finally, a maximum
entropy approach, that enrich the information sources used for tagging, has been adopted by the Stanford
PoS tagger [24]. Its result accuracy on the Penn Treebank [25] achieves 96.86% overall, and 86.91% on
previously unseen words.
Rule-based methods: they are based on rules defined by linguistics. These methods involve morphological
analysis and lexicons research. For example, Brill’s PoS tagger, a rulebased tagger for Arabic which uses
a machine learning approach based on Brown corpus [26]. A similar work has been developed by [27]
using transformationbased learning method, which is an errordriven approach to induce the retagging
rules from a training Arabic Treebank corpus and the morphological analyser BAMA [28]. The achieved
accuracy is 96.9%. Finally, an Arabic PoS tagger has been developed based on sentence structure, i.e., the
relation between the untagged words and their adjacent [29].
Neural network models: These methods use learning models inspired from the artificial intelligence field
based on understanding the operation of biological neural networks in brains. Typically, they use highly
interconnected simple processing nodes [30]. To our knowledge, no implementation of neural network
models has been done for Arabic yet. As Carneiro claimed [31], the developer of the mWANNtagger
(multilingual Weightless Artificial Neural Network tagger), the ability to successfully tag languages that
possess nonconcatenative morphology such as Arabic is left for a future investigation.
Hybrid Systems: guessing PoS tags for unknown word is certainly the main problem in probabilistic
methods. This problem becomes more serious in resourcepoor languages that have rich vocabulary and
complex morphology such as Arabic [32]. In order to handle this problem, several taggers combine
different statistical model with rulebased method like [33], [34], and [35]. Their accuracies achieved are
respectively 97.4%, 94%, and 92.86%. It should be noted that the three taggers differ in terms of the
selected tagset and the resources used in both training and evaluation. A different hybrid system has been
implemented by TliliGuiassa [36] to tag an Arabic text based on memorybased learning and rulesbased
method. The modus operandi of this system is to apply rules (analyzing the affixes and the patterns of a
word) to determine the appropriate tag of each word in the current context, then, refer to memorybased
learning as a machine learning method that can handle the exceptions of these rules.

3 Standard taggers
Standard taggers have been successfully applied to several morphologically complex languages such
Arabic, which have been yielded stateoftheart results. In the following, we introduce those most
relevant ones:
•

TnT tagger: TnT (short form of Trigrams’n’Tags) is a PoS tagger developed by Brants [3].
TnT tagger uses the Viterbi algorithm [37] for secondorder Markov models where the
transition probability depends on two preceding tags. From a training data, the
probabilities of the model are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation. New
URL:http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/tmlai.54.2981
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•

•

assignments of tags to a word are determined by optimizing the product of lexical
probabilities and contextual probabilities. The states of the model represent tags while the
outputs represent the words.
Treetagger: it uses an unknown word PoS guesser similar to that of the TnT tagger.
However, it is developed to avoid problems that HMM face in transition probabilities.
Thus, Treetagger estimates the transition probabilities based on a decision tree; which
mean that the probability of a given trigram is determined by following the corresponding
path through the tree until a leaf is reached [5]. The Treetagger is probably the widely
languageindependent PoS tagger used, it has been officially and successfully used to tag
more than 30 different languages.
SVMTool: Giménez and Marquez [4] proposed a standard PoS tagger based on SVMs. the
tagger implement five different models for training (0 (default),1, 2, 3, and 4) with a
tagging direction that can be either “lefttoright”, “righttoleft”, or a combination of
both. Concerning the models training, they are based on the SVMLight implementation of
the Vapnik's SVM [38], [39] by Joachims [40].

All the three taggers come with two programs. The first one is for the training task that requires a tagged
training corpus and auxiliary lexicon to generate the parameter file. The second program is the tagger
itself. Up to date, there is no comparative study that evaluates the three taggers for Arabic on a common
ground. However, the taggers have been individually implemented and evaluated for English under the
same conditions. They were trained on two million words of the Wall Street Journal section of the Penn
Treebank corpus [41]. The obtained accuracy rates are 96.06%, 96.36%, and 97.16% respectively for the
TnT, Treetagger, and SVMTool [4], [42]. This shows that the SVMTool outperforms the other taggers.

3.1 The tagset
A tag is a string used as a label to represent information about morphosyntactical features (case, gender,
etc.) of word forms. A tagset is a set of these tags.
Generally, every proposed PoS tagger is looking for his suitable objective. Therefore, it is hard to assume
that the tagsets proposed up to date are for standard use; especially for a language with a highly
inflectional grammar, Arabic. Since we don't want to reinvent the wheel, the recent adaptation of
Treetagger, that use a tagset based on two studies [11], [43] is thus adopted in our experiments. Table 1
below presents the basic tags of the adopted universal tagset.
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Table 1. The basic tags of the universal tagset.
Tags

Tag Symbols Tag in Arabic

Examples

ﻓﻌﻞ

“ﺐ
َ َ( " َﻛﺘkataba “to Write”)

1.

Verbs (all tenses and modes)

VERB

اﺳﻢ

“”ﻣ ْﺪ َر َﺳﺔ
َ (madrasap “School”)

2.

Nouns

NOUN

اﺳﻢ ﻋﻠﻢ

“”ﻣ َﺤ ﱠﻤﺪ
ُ (muHam~ad “Mohamed”)

3.

Proper nouns

PN

4.

Pronouns

PRON

ﺿﻤﻴﺮ

5.

Adjectives

6.

ِ (hiya “She”)
“”ﻫ َﻲ

ADJ

ﺻﻔﺔ

“”ﺟ ِﻤﻴﻞ
َ (jamyl “Beautiful”)

Adverbs

ADV

ﻇﺮف

“ ﻓَـ ْﻮ َق،( ”ﺑَـ ْﻌ َﺪbaEda, fawoqa “After, Above”)

7.

Utilities words (Particles, Adpositions…)

PRT

أداة

8.

Disconnected letters (Quranic Initials)

DISL

9.

Speechspecific sounds

Uh

ﺣﺮوف ﻣﻘﻄﻌﺔ

“ اﻟﺬي، ذﻟﻚ،<( ”إﻟﻰilY, *lk, Al*y “To, That,

10. Other: foreign words, typos, abbreviations…

X

ﺣﺮف ﺻﻮت

11. Punctuation marks

SENT

أﺧﺮى
ﻋﻼﻣﺔ ﺗﺮﻗﻴﻢ

who”)
“ ﻛﻬﻴﻌﺺ، ﻃﻪ،( ”اﻟﻢAlm, Th, khyES)
“ ﻫﻴﻬﺎت،|( ”آﻩh, hayhAt)
“ ﻣﺎﻧﺸﺴﺘﺮ،>( ”أوﺑﻚwbk, mAn$str “OPEC,
Manchester”)

4 Experiments and discussion
In this section, we highlight the performance of the selected taggers via various experiments on text from
both Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and Classical Arabic (CA). Further, we evaluate the performance of
the taggers on trained/untrained and tagged/untagged data. In addition, all possible combinations are
investigated, presenting the best combination. Finally, the achieved results are discussed.

4.1 Experiences on tagged/trained corpora
In this section, we highlight the performance of the three taggers (TnT, Treetagger, and SVMTool) and
explore the commons results and different errors. At the first stage, these taggers are evaluated
individually using both tagged and trained corpora. The taggers are trained and tested on data from the
NEMLAR (500,000 words) and AlMus’haf (78,121 words) corpora. 90% of the corpora are used for training
and the rest 10% for testing. Table 2 exhibits the obtained accuracies from all the taggers
Table 2. Accuracy results
* WORDS ARE NOT INCLUDED IN TRAINING DATA

Corpora

Unrecognize
d words*

TnT

Treetagger

SVMTool

Al-Mus’haf

942

93.97%

94.70%

93.42%

NEMLAR

6,276

94.74%

95.12%

94.88%

As seen in Table 2, Treetagger performs better than the other taggers when they are applied on both
corpora. Whereas, the achieved accuracy by TnT is slightly better than the one achieved by SVMTool when
it is applied on AlMus’haf corpus; and vice versa when they are applied on NEMLAR corpus.
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To indicate the motivation for taggers combination, deeper investigation is required. Therefore, we
checked the outputs of the three taggers to explore the commons results and different errors, and
eventually to exploit these observations in further tasks. Table 3 shows detailed information about taggers
outputs.
Table 3. Detailed information about taggers outputs
Corpora

Common

Taggers

All

Non-common
TnT

Treetagger

93.72%
Al-Mus'haf

All

6.28%

Correct

Incorrect

Correct

Correct

Correct

Incorrect

92.94%

0.78%

1.03%

1.76%

0.48%

3.01%

94,61%
NEMLAR

SVMTool

5.39%

Correct

Incorrect

Correct

Correct

Correct

Incorrect

93.85%

0.76%

0.89%

1.27%

1.03%

2.20%

Several hints are observed in Table 3 above:
•
•
•
•

The common outputs are not certainly correct; yet, the rate of incorrect ones remains very
low (0.76%0.78%).
None of the common and correct outputs of the three taggers reach the accuracy rate of
the three taggers individually.
The noncommon outputs are not certainly incorrect. In fact, more than half of them are
correct.
Based on these observations, we deduce that depending only on the common outputs is
not effective, because it does not reach the performance level of each tagger individually.
Also, we cannot abandon the noncommon outputs, where there is an interesting
percentage of correct results.

4.2 Combination algorithm
Through the previous investigation, it is possible to define an appropriate combination algorithm.
However, the purpose of this work is not to propose a better combination algorithm. Instead, we would
like to demonstrate that a combination system does effectively improve tagging accuracy. Here, we
describe the algorithm implemented for the combination process. This combination algorithm determines
the most appropriate tags in three steps:
•
•
•

Tagging the input text with all taggers;
Selecting for each token the most voted tag from the majority taggers (in these
experiments, at least two taggers);
If the given tags from all taggers are unlike. Then, the selected tag is the one proposed by
the most accurate tagger (in these experiments, is Treetagger).

The evaluation of the algorithm is divided into two phases. In the first one, only two taggers are used as a
combination. Consequently, we left with three possible combinations; while in the second phase, the
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three taggers are used as a combination. Table 4 shows the achieved accuracies of all combinations in
these the two phases.
Table 4. Combinations accuracies
TnT &

Treetagger &

TnT &

Treetagger

SVMTool

SVMTool

Al-Mus’haf

95.73% (+)

93.54% ()

93.82% ()

95.79% (*)

NEMLAR

95.23% (+)

95.00% ()

94.93% (+)

96.45% (*)

Combinations

All taggers

By combining the outputs of two or three taggers using the proposed algorithm, the obtained results are
as follows:
•
•
•

(): these combinations achieve an accuracy rate lower than the most accurate tagger
involved in the combination.
(+): these combinations achieve an accuracy rate higher than the most accurate tagger
involved in the combination.
(*): the best achieved results in all combinations, i.e., those involve all the three taggers.

4.3 Evaluation on untagged/untrained corpus
After testing and validation of the combination algorithm on available pretagged and trained corpora, it
remains to evaluate this algorithm on a new untagged/untrained data which is the main objective of this
work. For that reason, we have selected the data from a rich resource in term of variety of domains and
topics. The data are extracted from the Arabic part of a new proposed multilingual corpus constructed
based on the available subtitles of TEDx talks. The size of these data is 500,000 words.
Before applying the combination algorithm, it is required to determine the most accurate tagger among
the three. Based on the idea that the tagger which outperforms the others in the noncommon outputs,
eventually, it will be the one that has the higher accuracy in the overall corpus. Hence, the first stage of
this evaluation is to annotate the corpus with the three taggers to separate the common and noncommon
outputs. Finally, we verify manually and validate the achieved accuracies in two experimental samples:
(1) all noncommon outputs; (2) 10% of random common outputs. Table 5 presents the obtained results
of this task.
Table 5. Accuracy analysis on experimental samples
Common
Taggers

All

Non-common
TnT

Treetagger

SVMTool

Percentages

86.98%

13.02%

Experimental samples

10.00%

13.02%

All

Correctness

Correct

Incorrect

Correct

Correct

Correct

Incorrect

Accuracy

84.85%

2.13%

4.03%

4.02%

3.54%

1.43%

The observations noted in the previous evaluations (Table 3) remain the same as they are in the
experimental samples presented in Table 5. Thereby, the next step is to apply the combination algorithm
and compare it to the performance of each tagger. In this task, only both experimental samples (23.02%)
URL:http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/tmlai.54.2981
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are used instead of the overall corpus. Table 6 exhibits the obtained accuracy rate by all the taggers and
the combination algorithm.
Table 5. Taggers accuracies on TED corpus
Taggers

TnT

Treetagger SVMTool

Combination

Accuracy

88.88%

88.87%

90.63%

88.39%

As seen in Table 6, the achieved accuracies of the three taggers are approximately similar with relative
progress of the TnT tagger. However, the combination algorithm outperforms the three taggers
individually.

4.4 Discussion
Several experiments on various resources are performed in term of text form, trained/tagged and
untrained/untagged. Based on a deeper investigation of these experiments, a combination algorithm is
developed. Several evaluations and validations are done to demonstrate that the combination system
does effectively improve tagging accuracy considering the number of taggers involved and their
performance. To sum up the most important results obtained in this investigation, we state the following
points:
•
•

•
•

As seen in the evaluation experiments, the proposed combination system performs better
than the other taggers when they applied individually on all three corpora.
Usually, the PoS tagging is done by an automatic process and manually corrected
afterwards. To minimize the handcorrection, the combination algorithm can be used to
improve the accuracy rate; yet, to point the candidate mistagged words by indicating the
unlike tags.
By combining only two taggers, an accuracy rate reduction could be achieved. In our case,
the rate was lower than the most accurate tagger involved in the combination algorithm.
Improving the performance of the current combination algorithm is at hand. For instance,
the improvement still possible if the number of involved taggers is augmented or different
combination algorithms are adopted.

In addition, all obtained results shows that the accuracy of a common output is always lower than that
achieved by the taggers separately. The reason is that the taggers produce different errors and these
differences are exploited in the combination to yield better results. Therefore, we suggest combining
taggers based on different methods while building a combined system.

5 Conclusion and perspectives
In this paper, we demonstrate the featurerich functionality of PoS tagging through taggers combination.
Arabic language was the case of this investigation. The combination algorithm achieves a stateoftheart
overall accuracy in Arabic PoS tagging and outperforms other taggers.
Here, we highlight pertinent tagging methods, primarily those implemented for Arabic language,
mentioning relevant works that have been published in this field. Further, three standard taggers are
introduced with a brief description; then, their performance is evaluated via various experiments by
measuring the accuracy rate at the word level.
Copyright © Society for Science and Education United Kingdom
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As it was observed in the experiments conducted, the proposed combination algorithm involves three
languageindependent PoS taggers. The performance is better in comparison with the other taggers
separately. The proposed system increases the accuracy rate of the most accurate tagger by 1.09%, 1.33%
and 1.75% respectively for the three different corpora AlMus’haf, NEMLAR and the Arabic part of TED
corpus. The modus operandi of our PoS combination algorithm is in accordance with the observations
concluded during the various experiments that we have made.
Finally, this work is another step to improve tagging accuracy for Arabic and to minimize the hand
correction. Yet, it is still possible to move performance levels up. Later, we look forward to combine a PoS
taggers dedicated to the Arabic language (e.g., [34], [44], and [45]) with an application to finegrained PoS
tagging. Further, we plan to investigate other combining approaches and their application to PoS tagging.
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